In present study, we search the lambda magic number in hypernuclei within the framework of relativistic mean field theory (RMF) with inclusion of hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon potentials. Based on oneand two-lambda separation energy and two-lambda shell gap; 2, 8, 14, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 68, 70 and 82 are suggested to be the Λ magic number within the present approach. The weakening strength of Λ spinorbit interaction is responsible for emerging the new lambda shell closure other than the model scheme. The predicted Λ magic numbers are in remarkable agreement with earlier predictions and hypernuclear magicity quite resembles with nuclear magicity. Our results are supported by nuclear magicity, where neutron number N = 34 is experimentally observed as a magic which is one of the Λ closed shell in our predictions. In addition, the stability of hypernuclei is also examined by calculating the binding energy per particle, where Ni hypernucleus is found to be most tightly bound triply magic system in considered hypernuclei. Nucleon and lambda density distributions are observed and it is found that introduced Λ's have significant impact on total density and reduces the central depression of the core nucleus. Nucleon and lambda mean field potentials and spin-orbit interaction potentials are also observed for predicted triply magic hypernuclei and the addition of Λ's affect the both the potentials to a large extent. The single-particle energy levels are also analyzed to explain the shell gaps for triply magic multi-Λ hypernuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of hypernuclei has been attracting great interest of nuclear physics community in providing the information from nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction to hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY) interactions. Due to the injection of hyperons a new dimension is added in normal nuclear system and hyperons serve as a potential probe for exploring many nuclear properties in domain of strangeness [1] [2] [3] . However, hyperon-nucleon interaction is weaker than nucleon-nucleon but it is imperative as well as important to describe the nuclear many-body system with strangeness. Various theoretical approaches Skyrme Hartree Fock [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , relativistic mean field [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , cluster, variational, diffusion Monte Carlo [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and G-matrix [30] [31] [32] have been employed by scientific community to estimate the strength of hyperon-nucleon as well hyperon-hyperon interactions. Further, these models have established themselves as very effective in testing the existence of bound hypernuclei and the stability of nucleonic core against hyperon(s) addition or the occurrence of exotic strange matter which facilitate the path toward multi-strange systems.
Magic numbers in nuclear physics are certain neutron and proton numbers in atomic nuclei, in which higher stability in the ground state is observed than in the neighbouring nuclides and are most abundant in nature. The various experimental signatures that show discontinuity at magic numbers are: the energy required for the separation of one and two nucleons, the energies of alpha and beta transitions, pairing energy and the excitation of low-lying vibrational [33] [34] [35] . The separa- * Electronic address: ikram@iopb.res.in tion energy is sensitive to the collective or single particle inter play and provides a sufficient information about the nuclear structure effects. The discovery of magic numbers paved the way to great progress in understanding of nuclear structure and these numbers became the cornerstones for future theoretical developments in nuclear physics.
It is worthy to mention that the several signatures are seen for the evolution of the magic gaps along the nuclear chart including superheavy region [36] [37] [38] . The quest for proton or neutron magic numbers in the elusive mass region of superheavy nuclei is of utmost importance as the mere existence of superheavy nuclei is the result of the interplay between the attractive nuclear force (shell effects) and the large disruptive coulomb repulsion between the protons that favours the fission [39, 40] . It is well established that 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and 126 are the nucleonic magic number. In addition to this, Z = 120 and N = 172, 184 are predicted to be next magic number by various theoretical models in superheavy mass region [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . These predictions have been made on the basis of separation energy, shell gaps, pairing energy and shell correction energy etc. It may therefore relevant to extend the line of thought to the hypernuclear chart. It is well known that the spin-orbit interaction in Λ channel is weaker than nucleonic sector and thus the Λ magic numbers are expected to be close to the harmonic oscillator ones: 2, 8, 20, 40 and 70 . In this paper, our main motive is to make an extensive investigation to search the Λ magic number within the RMF approach and to obtain the stability of triply magic system with doubly magic core.
The magic numbers in nuclei are characterized by a large shell gap in single-particle energy levels. This means that the nucleon in the lower level has a comparatively large value of energy than that on higher level giving rise to more stability. The extra stability corresponding to certain number can be estimated from the sudden fall in the separation energy. The Λ separation energy is considered to be one of the key quantity to reveal the nuclear response to the addition of lambda hyperon. Therefore, in present work, we obtain the the binding energy per particle and one-lambda as well as two-lambda separation energies for considered multi-hypernuclei. Moreover, two-lambda shell gaps is also calculated to make the clear presentation of the magic number which also support to the two-lambda separation energy. To mark the Λ shell gaps, single-particle energy levels are analyzed that may correspond to Λ magic number. In addition, to analyze the structural distribution as well as impact of Λ hyperon on bubble structure for considered nuclei, total (nucleon plus Λ) density is reported. Nucleon and lambda mean field and spin-orbit interaction potentials are also observed. On the basis of binding energy per particle, the stability of triply magic hypernuclei is reported.
RMF theory has been quite successful for studying the infinite nuclear systems and finite nuclei including the superheavy mass region [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . It is quite successful to study the equation of state for infinite nuclear matter as well as pure neutron matter, where the existence of strange baryons is expected [53, 54] . In this context, addition of strangeness degree of freedom to RMF formalism is obvious for the suitable expansion of the model and such type of attempts have already been made [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . RMF explains not only the structural properties of singly strange hypernuclei but also provides the details study of multi-strange systems containing several Λ's, Σ's or Ξ's. In fact, RMF explains spin-orbit interaction very nicely in normal nuclei as well as hypernuclei. The contribution of spin-orbit interaction is very crucial in emerging the magic number in nucleonic sector and the same is expected in strange sector.
The paper is organized as follows: A brief introduction on hypernuclei and magic number is given in Section I. Section II gives a brief description of relativistic mean field formalism for hypernuclei with inclusion of ΛN and ΛΛ interactions. The results are presented and discussed in Section III. The paper is summarized in Section IV.
II. FORMALISM
Relativistic mean field theory has been applied succesfully to study the structural properties of normal nuclei as well as hypernuclei [55-57, 59, 60, 63-65] . The suitable expansion to hypernuclei has been made by including the lambda-baryon interaction Lagrangian with effective ΛN potential. The total Lagrangian density for single-Λ hypernuclei has been given in many Refs. [55-57, 59, 60, 63-65] . For dealing the multilambda hypernuclei in quantitative way, the additional strange scalar (σ * ) and vector (φ ) mesons have been included which simulate the ΛΛ interaction [54, 58, 61, 62] . Now, the total Lagrangian density can be written as
where ψ and ψ Λ denote the Dirac spinors for nucleon and Λ-hyperon, whose masses are M and m Λ , respectively. Because of zero isospin, the Λ-hyperon does not couple to ρ-mesons. The quantities m σ , m ω , m ρ , m σ * , m φ are the masses of σ , ω, ρ, σ * , φ mesons and g s , g ω , g ρ , g σ Λ , g ωΛ , g σ * Λ , g φ Λ are their coupling constants, respectively. The nonlinear self-interaction coupling of σ mesons is denoted by g 2 and g 3 . The total energy of the system is given by
, where E part (N, Λ) is the sum of the single-particle energies of the nucleons (N) and hyperon (Λ). The energies parts E σ , E ω , E ρ , E σ * , E φ , E c , E pair and E cm are the contributions of meson fields, Coulomb field, pairing energy and the centerof-mass energy, respectively. In present work, for mesonbaryon coupling constant, NL3* parameter set is used through out the calculations [66] . To find the numerical values of used Λ−meson coupling constants, we adopt the nucleon coupling to hyperon couplings ratio defined as;
The relative coupling values are used as R ω = 2/3, R φ = − √ 2/3, R σ = 0.621 and R σ * = 0.69 [61, 67, 68] . In present calculations, we use the constant gap BCS approximation to include the pairing interaction and the centre of mass correction is included by E cm = −(3/4)41A −1/3 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Before taking a detour on searching the Λ magic behaviour in multi-Λ hypernuclei, first we see the effects of introduced Λ hyperon on normal nuclear core; how the binding energy and radii of normal nuclear system is affected by addition of Λ's ? To analyze this, we consider a list of normal nuclei covering a range from light to superheavy mass region i.e. 16 O to 378 120. Total binding energy (BE), binding energy per particle (BE/A), lambda binding energy (B Λ ) for s− and p− state and radii for considered core nuclei and corresponding hypernuclei are tabulated in Table I . The calculated B Λ is compared with available experimental data and we found a close agreement between them. This means the used parameter set is quite efficient to reproduce the experimental binding energy and ofcourse we can use it to make more calculations related to magicity in hypernuclei. Since, we are dealing with closed shell hypernuclei and hence our RMF calculations is restricted to spherical symmetric. The addition of Λ hyperon to normal nuclei enhances the binding and shrinks the core of the system. This is because of glue like role of Λ hyperon that residing on the s−state for most of the time. These observations are shown in Table I . Binding energy of hypernuclei are larger than their normal counter parts and a reduction in total radius (r total ) of hypernuclei is observed, that means the Λ particle makes the core compact with increasing binding. For example, the total radius of 16 O and 209 Pb is 2.541 and 5.624 fm, which reduce to 2.536 and 5.616 fm by addition of single Λ into the core of O and Pb, respectively. Moreover, for the sake of comparison with experimental data, binding energy and radii of the hypernuclei produced by replacing the neutrons means having a constant baryon number are also framed in Table I and the shrinkage effect is also noticed. This results show that an important impact of Λ hyperon on binding as well as size of the system. The increasing value of B Λ for s−state from light to superheavy hypernuclei confirming the potential depth of Λ−particle in nuclear matter which would be -28 MeV [61, 69] .
A. Stability of hypernuclei
Binding energy provides the detailed information of various elements corresponding to their stability. Binding energy per particle increases upto the element iron whose atomic number is 26 and mass number 57. The information provided by the binding energy per particle curve is that iron and its neighbouring elements (Ni) are most stable i.e. they neither undergo fission or fusion. Thus the significance of the binding energy per particle curve lies in the fact that it is an indicator of nuclear stability and thus helps in classifying the elements which undergo fission, fusion and radioactive disintegration. We noticed a similar pattern of binding energy per particle in hypernuclear regime also. The triply magic system is produced by addition of Λ magic number into the core of doubly shell closure such as 16 Injected lambdas (Λ) Binding energy per particle (MeV) 16+nY being the most tightly bound hypernucleus (BE/A = 9.5 MeV) as shown in Fig. 1 . This results are in remarkable agreement with earlier predictions [61, 62] .
B. Binding energy and separation energy
To analyze the magic behaviour of lambda in multi-Λ hypernuclei, we choose the nuclear core of doubly shell closure including predicted shell closure nuclei of superheavy mass region and than added the Λ hyperons. Initially, we look for the binding energy per particle with respect to added hyperons for considered hypernuclei and plotted in Fig. 2 . The peak value of the graph corresponds to maximum stability for a particular hypernuclear system. It also explains that the injection of few Λ hyperons enhance the binding of the light mass hypernuclei, conversely further addition reduces the binding. However for heavy mass region, the BE/A increases with addition of large number of hyperons and form a most bound system but further addition decreases the binding energy gradually. This means certain number of added Λ's to a particular nuclear core form a most stable system. For example, the injection of 2 Λ's provide a maximum stability to 16 O. Along the similar line a maximum binding is observed for 48 Ca with Λ = 8 and this number goes to 90 for superheavy core. In this way, we extract certain numbers of added Λ's that is 2, 8, 18, 20, 40, 70, 90 which provide maximum stability for the considered systems (i.e. 16+2Λ O, 48+8Λ Ca, 58+8Λ Ni, 90+18Λ Zr, 124+20Λ Sn, 132+20Λ Sn, 208+40Λ Pb, 292+68Λ 120, 304+70Λ 120, 378+90Λ 120) and these numbers may correspond to Λ magic number in multi-Λ hypernuclei. But, there exist several other strong signatures of marking the magic number such as; separation energy, shell gaps, pairing energy etc. Therefore, to analyze the actual behaviour of magicity, we make the analysis of such relevant parameters. In this regard, we estimate one-and two-lambda separation energy S Λ , S 2Λ , which are known to be first insight of shell closure. In analogy of nucleonic sector, the magic number in multi-hypernuclei may characterized by the large lambda shell gaps in single-particle energy levels. The extra stability given by certain number of introduced Λ's can also be detect from sudden fall in Λ separation energy. Therefore, on quest of magicity in multi-Λ hypernuclei, one-and twolambda separation energy is estimated using the following expressions;
and
These quantities are plotted in Fig. 3 However, a good strength of sudden fall of S Λ at Λ = 34 and 58 is clearly observed in heavy and superheavy mass region. Two-lambda separation energy provides more strong signature to quantify shell closure due to absence of odd-even effects. Figures 5 and 6 reveal that sudden fall of S 2Λ at Λ = 2, 8, 14, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 68, 70 and 82 as observed in considered multi-Λ hypernuclear candidates. These certain numbers corresponds to Λ magic number in multi-Λ hypernuclei and form a triply magic system with doubly magic core. This is the central theme of the paper. The significant falls of S Λ and S 2Λ at Λ =14 is appeared in Ca and Ni hypernuclei. The lambda number 28 seems to be very much feeble magic number, contrary to nucleonic sector. The another new lambda number 68 suppose to be semi-magic arises due to subshells closure. For the sake of clear presentation of the results, we also make the analysis for two-lambda shell gaps (δ 2Λ ) and plotted as a function of added Λ's.
Summarizing the above results, we may say that based on one-and two-lambda separation energies S Λ and S 2Λ , the signatures of the magicity in RMF appears at 2, 8, 14, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 68, 70 and 82 . The lambda number 28 and 68 are appeared in light and heavy hypernuclei, respectively and suppose to be feeble magic number.
C. Two-lambda shell gap
The change of the two-lambda separation energies can also be quantified by the second difference of the binding energies, i.e., two-lambda shall gap which is expressed by:
A peak of two-lambda shell gaps indicates the drastic change of the two-lambda separation energies; which is used as one of the significant signature of magic number. The two-lambda shell gaps δ 2Λ , for all considered hypernuclei as a function of added Λ hyperons are shown in Fig 7. A peak at certain Λ number suggests the existence of lambda shell closure. However, the quality of magic number is represented by sharpness as well as magnitude of the peak. Figure. 7 reveals that the magnitude of the peak is found to be largest at Λ = 2, 8, 20, 40 indicating the strong shell closures. Further, the peaks appeared at Λ = 14, 18, 28, 34, 50, 58, 70 and 82 indicate the respective lambda magic number. Moreover, a peak with a very small magnitude is also appeared at Λ = 68 due to closureness of subshell (2d 3/2 ) revealing Λ semi-magic number. A peak with small magnitude is seen at Λ= 28 representing a feeble lambda magic number, contrary to nucleonic magic number. Pronounced peak is appeared at Λ = 34 and 58 indicating a strong Λ closed shells.
D. Density profile and bubble structure
A hypernucleus is a composed system of nucleons and hyperons and hence the gross structure of hypernucleus can be described by density distribution of nucleons as well as hyperons. It is well known and has mentioned earlier that the addition of a Λ hyperon makes the nuclear core compact with increasing binding as well as density. Therefore, it is important to study the effects of large number of added Λ hyperons on the nuclear density. Due to addition of hyperons, the magnitude of total density increases with increasing number of Λ's as shown in Fig. 8 . On view the density profile, one can examine the most interesting feature of nuclei i.e. bubble structure, which measure the depression of central density and has already been observed in light to superheavy mass region [60, [71] [72] [73] . It is to be noticed that several factors, including pairing correlations [73] , tensor force [74, 75] and dynamic shape fluctuations [76] [77] [78] turn out to have influence on depression of central density. The exotic structures like bubble and halo have been recently studied in Λ−hypernuclei [60, 79] .
Owing to weaker ΛΛ attraction compared to the nucleonnucleon one the lambda hyperons are more diffuse in a nu- cleus than nucleons and thus generating a hyperon density about 1/3 smaller than the nucleonic density. Thus, it becomes quite important to look for the effect of large number of hyperons on neutron and proton density distributions. Since, there is no change of nucleon number and hence no anomalous effect of introduced Λ's on neutron, proton densities is observed, individually. But the total density of the system is largely affected due to increasing number of Λ's into the core. In considered multi-hypernuclei, the nucleonic core of some of them shows the depression of central density for example 16 O, 90 Zr, 292 120, 304 120 and 378 120 as predicted earlier also [60, 72] . It is found that the injected Λ's reduce the depression of central density. For example, the depression of central part in 16 O is reduced by injection of 2 Λ's and further more by 8 Λ's. The Λ particle attracts the nucleons towards the centre enhancing the central density and as a result remove the bubble structure partially or fully as reflected in Fig. 8 . Therefore, it is one of the important implication of Λ particle to the nuclear system. Beyond the bubble structure, no anomalous behaviour of total density (core + Λ) in triply magic system is reported.
E. Spin-orbit interaction and mean field potentials
The spin-orbit interaction plays a significant role in reproducing the results quantitatively. It is the beauty of RMF in which the spin-orbit splitting is built-in naturally with exchange of scalar and vector mesons and thus describe a nuclear fine structure. It is not limited only to nuclei or superheavy nuclei but appears in hypernuclei also, however the strength of interaction is weaker than normal nuclei [56, 80, 81] . It is clearly seen from Figs. 9 that the spin-orbit potential for lambda hyperon is weaker than their normal counter parts and our results are consistent with theoretical predictions and experimental measurements [82] [83] [84] . Here, nucleon (V N so ) and lambda (V Λ so ) spin-orbit interaction potentials are calculated for considered triply magic multi-hypernuclei. It is also conclude that the addition of Λ's affects the nucleon as well as Λ spin-orbit potential to a great extent.
The nucleon (V N ) and lambda (V Λ ) mean field potentials are also investigated and plotted as a function of radial parameter shown in Fig. 10 . The total depth of Λ mean field potential is found to be around -30 MeV, which is in agreement with existing experimental data [84] . It is to mention that the additions of Λ's affects the depth of both nucleon as well as lambda mean potentials. The nucleonic potential depth in multi-lambda hypernuclei is approx to -80 MeV to -90 MeV. The shape of lambda potential looks like to be same as nucleonic potential and only the amount of depth is different. It is also to be noticed that the nucleonic potential looks like as V-shape type and shows the maximum depth around -90 MeV at r = 4 fm, while this amount of depth reaches to -70 MeV at r = 0 fm for 292 120. It indicates a relatively low concentration of the particles at central region (r = 0) which is a direct consequence of depression of central density so-called bubble structure.
F. Single-particle energies
Any kinds of change in a system can be observed from their single-particle energy levels. To analyze the impact of Λ hyperon on nucleon single-particle energy levels, the filled neutron and proton levels for Ca hypernuclei are plotted as a function of added hyperons as shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 reveals that the neutron and proton energy levels goes dipper with addition of Λ's as a result increase the stability of the system. The added hyperons increase the nucleon separation energy and as a result form a more bound system with increas- ing binding then their normal counter parts, which also leads to an extension of drip-line [29] . For example, neutron s 1/2 (n) level has an energy of about -54.037 MeV for the core of Ca hypernucleus, while this amount reaches to -62.499 MeV for 48+18Λ Ca system with 18 Λ's. Also, a same trend is observed for proton levels where, s 1/2 (p) has an energy 51.787 MeV for the core of Ca hypernuclei and this value reaches to -60.0477 MeV with addition of 18 Λ's. This results show that the Λ hyperons draw the nuclear system towards more stability with increasing strangeness. Moreover, the same trend of neutron and proton energy levels is observed for other multi hypernuclei where both the levels would go dipper with increasing number of Λ hyperon to nucleonic core but we do not make a plot for the same. A inversion of proton levels is seen, where d 3/2 fill faster than s 1/2 and this type of filling is also observed in lambda levels.
Further, we analyze the lambda single-particle energy levels for 48+nΛ Ca, 208+nΛ Pb and 304+nΛ 120 hypernuclei to extract the lambda shell gaps for confirming the Λ magic number. The lambda energy levels as function of added Λ's are given in Fig. 11, 12 , 13. The filling of Λ's is same as the nucleons following the shell model scheme with lambda spin-orbit interaction potential. It is observed that the single-particle gap of spin-orbit splitting in lambda levels is smaller than the nucleons due to weakening strength of lambda spin-orbit interaction. By analyzing the lambda single-particle energy levels of Ca hypernuclei it is found that large energy gap exist in 1d 5/2 to 1d 3/2 or 2s 1/2 and that's why lambda magic number 14 is emerged. Further, 2s 1/2 and 1d 3/2 are very much close to each other due to weaker strength of Λ spin-orbit interaction. However, Λ = 20 is clearly seen due to large energy gap by f 7/2 to lower orbital. In case of Pb, the large shell gaps for Λ = 2, 8, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 70 and 82 is appeared. However, the single-particle gap for lambda number 28 is not so strong as compared to others suggesting the feeble magic number. The inversion of normal level scheme is noticed and the higher levels fill faster than lower one and hence this types of filling is responsible to emerge the new more magic number. For exam- 8, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 70, 82 and 90. ple, the filling of 1d 3/2 before 2s 1/2 shows a shell gap at Λ = 18. Along the similar line, due to inversion between {1 f 5/2 , 2p 3/2 } and {1g 7/2 , 2d 5/2 } the Λ closed shells 34 and 58 is observed, respectively. In case of superheavy multihypernuclei, large single-particle shell gaps are appeared for lambda number 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 50, 58, 70 and 82 . It is quite worth to notice that pronounced energy gaps is noticed in 208 Pb and 304 120 at Λ = 34, 58 are being suggested to be strong Λ shell closure. The sharp peaks observed in δ 2Λ at Λ = 2, 8, 20, 34, 40 and 58 is clearly reflected from lambda single-particle energies, where a large energy gap is exist for the filling of these number of lambda hyperons.
G. Magicity
Various signatures of the evolution of magic shell gaps have been discovered across the nuclear landscape during the past few decades [37, 38] such as (i) A large binding energy then neighbouring nuclides, (ii) Sudden fall at separation energy, (iii) A large shell gap, etc. It becomes therefore quite relevant to extend the prediction of magic numbers to the hypernuclear chart. Looking for the magic behaviour firstly, we emphasize on binding of some selected nuclei whose nucleonic core is doubly magic such as O, Ca, Ni, Zr, Sn, Pb and 120. Some certain number of Λ hyperon binds the nuclear core with maximum stability that may correspond to Λ magic number in hypernuclei and might form a triple magic system with doubly magic nuclear core as initially discussed in Ref. [85] and recently in Ref. [79] . For example, Λ = 2, produce a maximum binding for 16 O and 48 Ca reveal the maximum binding with Λ = 8. Also, 378 120 shows a peak binding on addition of 90 Λ's. In this way, we extract some lambda number which are 2, 8, 18, 20, 40, 70, 90 produce a maximum stability for their particular system and suppose to be Λ magic number as much as close to harmonic oscillator number. But several other strong signatures are exist to identify the magicity and we make the analysis in this direction to look out the correct Λ magic number. After analyzing the S Λ and S 2Λ , for considered light to superheavy mass multi-hypernuclei it is noticed that a sudden fall is observed at Λ = 2, 8, 14, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 68, 70 and 82 . And hence, the analysis suggest that these numbers are supposed to be Λ magic number in multilambda hypernuclei and form a triply magic system having doubly magic nucleonic core.
In order to identify the Λ magic number strongly, twolambda shell gaps is examined which provide more strong signature of magicity and favoured S 2Λ . Pronounced peak in two-lambda shell gap is observed at Λ = 2, 8, 20 and 40 indicating a strong shell closure. The peaks observed with a significant magnitude at Λ = 14, 18, 34, 50, 58, 70 and 82 indicating a shell closure also. Further to testify, we look for the lambda shell gaps by examining the single-particle energy levels. We noticed that a large single-particle gap is appeared in 208 [86, 87] . The nucleonic number 14, 16, 18 and 32 have also been in discussion and expected to be shell closure [88] [89] [90] [91] . In addition, nucleon number 16 and 32 have also been experimentally confirmed in exotic nuclei as a new neutron magic number [92, 93] . Therefore, it is concluded that the Λ magicity quite resembles with the nuclear magicity and it is expected that our predictions might be used as significant input to make the things clear regarding new sub shell closure. The predicted Λ magic number in multi-hypernuclei are framed in Table II . The present lambda magic numbers are quite agreeable with the prediction of Ref. [85] and Ref. [79] where Bruckner-Hartee Fock calculations using the lambda density functional have been made. It is clear from the plot of δ 2Λ , that 34, 58 and 70 have peaks of great magnitude, while 68 in a feeble magnitude and suppose to be subshell closure. Moreover, strong nucleonic magic number 28 is observed very feeble in lambda magicity. It is to mention that the lambda number 14 is appeared in medium mass hypernuclei, on contrary to this 18 is observed in superheavy mass multi hypernuclei.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, we have suggested the possible Λ magic number i.e. 2, 8, 14, 18, 20, 28, 34, 40, 50, 58, 68, 70, 82 in multi-Λ hypernuclei within the relativistic mean field theory with effective ΛN as well as ΛΛ interactions. The survey of Λ magic number is made on the basis of binding energy, oneand two-lambda separation energies S Λ , S 2Λ , and two-lambda shell gaps δ 2Λ . It is noticed that pronounced single particle energy gap is observed for lambda number 34 and 58 in Pb and superheavy multi hypernuclei representing the strong Λ magic number. Our predictions are strongly supported by nuclear magicity, where nucleon number 34 is experimentally confirmed as a neutron shell closure [86, 87] . It is expected that the weakening strength of lambda spin-orbit interaction potential is responsible for emerging the new lambda magic number. The predicted Λ magic numbers are in remarkable agreement with earlier predictions [79, 85] and hypernucler magicity quite resembles with nuclear magicity. In the analogy of nuclear stability, we noticed a similar pattern of binding energy per particle in hypernuclear regime and Ni hypernucleus with 8 Λ's is found to be most tightly bound triply magic system in hypernuclear landscape. The addition of Λ hyperons have significant impact on nucleon distribution and remove the bubble structure partially or fully. The spin-orbit interaction potentials and mean field potentials is also studied for predicted triply magic hypernuclear systems and the added Λ's affect both the potential to a large extent. The present results may be used as a significant input to produce the triply magic hypernuclei in laboratory in future. It is also concluded that the addition of Λ hyperons draw the nuclear system towards more stability with increasing strangeness. We noticed that the core of superheavy nuclei has more affinity to absorb large number of hyperons. This means such systems are able to simulate the strange hadronic matter containing large number of heavy hyperons such as Σ's and Ξ's including several Λ's and the formation of such systems has large implication in nuclear-astrophysics.
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